
XBOX 360 EDITION OF MINECRAFT TUTORIAL

Page 3 of the full game walkthrough for Minecraft: Xbox Edition. As I had added and updated every achievement to the
then new tutorial world I didnt want .

Now for the tedious part Then you just want to sporadically place redstone rails, either powered by a button
rail, or a redstone torch, jsut to keep you moving along. You will then need to knock down 3 wood blocks to
make into sticks, and then craft the two togeter at a crafting table to make the remaining rails. What this means
is that once you knock out the piece, the portal stops working, what you then need to do is replace the block
from where you mined it; hence the diamond pickaxe, and also so you dont have to mine for half an hour.
What you then need to do is use the chest trick to get as much iron as you need which should be approximately
9 blocks of iron, to make into 81 iron ingots. Hit on the furnace and place your coal in the bottom square on
the left, and in the top square place your fish. A pond lined with sand can be found in the field. Also the old
beacon area is missing the beacon Because beacons can shine through water , but the diamond block tower it
used to be on is still there. Catch and cook a fish! What this will allow you to do is take out as much iron as
you need to help create some minecraft rails. There was a lake, with a chest containing 17 fishing rods next to
it. Either knock out a saddle from one of the picture frames in thsi area, or if you head into the pen with the
horses and open up the chest you can grab a saddle, next all we need to do is head to a crafting table and
combine your fishing rod and carrot to make a carrot on a stick. Or you can hang out with your new chicken
buddy until she drops an egg! The player won't find the old tutorial areas by mining behind it; they will just
reach the end of their world and waste time and tools. Once the white arrow fills and the fish moves to the
square on the right hit again on the fish to add it to your inventory, to recieve a cooked fish and also an
achievement. Open the chest in this area and take 7 wheat, 3 we shall use straight away, and head to the
nearest crafting table. I was able to find sugar cane growing in two places in the tutorial world, at map
coordinates; X Y Z and also at X Y and Z , for a cake you will need 2 pieces of sugar cane. Just make sure that
you have a diamond pickaxe with you as well as your flint and steel that you made earlier! This shelter was
surrounded by gravel , which has a path leading to the exit, which the player can only pass through if they
have completed the tutorial. As long as you have the right number of rails, and have gone in a straight line,
you should unlock: Travel by minecart to a point at least m in a single direction from where you started. Some
of the information no longer applies to the latest version. What you will then need to do is also pick up the
redstone torches from the chest in the minecart area, and a minecart also. Once you have got all of your items
together what you want to do is head to the animal area, and find the pigs, pop a saddle on a pig by hitting
with the saddle in your hand on the pig, you can then sit on the pig by hitting again with an empty hand, what
you'll then want to do is get out your carrot on a stick and you'll find you should be able to guide the pig to go
wherever you would like it to.


